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INTRODUCTION
Seismic refraction was used to determine the depths 
to bedrock in south central Calumet County. Tests 
were conducted to provide confirmation of the 
estimated depths to bedrock that were calculated 
using a combination of geographic information 
system (GIS), well construction reports, and rock 
outcrops. The benefits of using seismic refraction 
include: 

•  quick data collection (around 2 hours to collect data 
for a 500 foot long line),

•  non-invasive as opposed to using a backhoe, and 

•  can often provide depths to bedrock when other 
methods like hand augering or geoprobes meet 
refusal at boulders or in very tight tills. 

The method does require specialized equipment and 
software to collect and analyze the data.

Below is the data collected from 10 sites (Figure 1), 
all located several miles south of Chilton, WI. 

 The usual geology of this region is several feet of soil 
over around 10-30 feet of Horicon till over Silurian age 
dolomite. The soil and Horicon till are shown and labeled 
in Figure 2 (right). Note the gravel and cobbles contained 
in the Horicon till. These prevent the use of a hand auger 
or Geoprobe to accurately determine the depth to bedrock 
since the probe tip often hits a cobble and will not penetrate 
further. The Silurian age dolomite often seems to have 
weathered and unweathered sections. These sections can 
be seen in the "Ledge View Nature Center" quarry wall 
shown in Figure 3.

 Identification Topographic Setting Depth to Bedrock

 Line 1 Gentle topography 8 - 25 feet

 Line 2 - 4 On a drumlin 8 - 26 feet

 Line 5 - 6 Gentle topography 5 - 29 feet

 Line 7 - 8 Gentle topography 8 - 20 feet

 Line 9 On a drumlin 22 - 43 feet

 Line 10 On a drumlin 20 - 40 feet

 Line 11 - 12 Near a quarry 0 - 5 feet

 Line 13 - 14 Gentle topography 13 - 23 feet

 A 1 Gentle topography 17 - 31 feet

 A 2 Gentle topography 18 - 27 feet

Geoprobe, hand auger sampling, and backhoe excavations were 
also conducted at some of the locations. 

All the methods used to determine depth to bedrock 
showed a very hard till at depths less than 3 feet that had in 
the past been mistaken for bedrock. 

Figure 1. Air photo of area with refraction line locations 
and range of depths to bedrock estimated from the 
seismic study. Chilton is several miles to the north.

Figure 2. Soil and Horicon till. The lighter colored till is 
very stiff and filled with cobbles.

Figure 3. Quarry showing variation between weathered 
and unweathered dolomite. The weathered dolomite is 
more highly fractured and chemically altered than the 
underlying dolomite.



SEISMIC REFRACTION
This technique is based on sending elastic (seismic) waves 
into the subsurface while monitoring refracted signals from 
layers with different seismic velocities. In this study, the data 
was collected using the Strataview seismograph and a set 
of 48 P-wave geophones with a 10-foot separation. Sixteen 
lines were collected at ten locations, some end-to-end at 
a single location. Each line took from one to two hours to 
collect.

The source of the seismic waves was a sledgehammer with 
at least four stacked blows or black powder charges. Five 
shot or source points were done for each line. The points 
were located at 0 ft, 120 ft, 240 ft, 360 ft, and 480 ft for each 
of the lines. Figure 4 is an example of the data collected 
from the source point located at 240 feet along Line 2. 
Each vertical wiggle or trace represents motion felt by the 
geophone at that location. The first arrivals of the refracted 
waves from the different layers are shown on the plot. The 
refraction profiles use the first arrival of seismic energy 
to calculate the velocity structure of the earth. The red, 
orange, green, and blue lines in Figure 4 show those arrival 
times for the soil, till, and weathered dolomite bedrock and 
dolomite bedrock, respectively. The inverse of the slopes of 

the lines (distance over the time), gives the velocities of the 
waves in the different sediment and rock.

The data was analyzed using Seisimagertm seismic 
analysis software by Geometrix. The results for Line 2 are 
shown in Figure 5. These results give a profile of velocity 
with depth along the 480-foot long line. The different 
velocities correspond to different rock and sediment. In the 
figure below, the soil is shown in purple, the Horicon till in 
orange, the weathered dolomite bedrock as green and the 
dolomite bedrock as blue. 

On Line 13, the team dug backhoe pits down to bedrock to 
check the accuracy of the seismic method (Pit 1 is shown 
in Figure 2). The results are shown and compared in Figure 
6 (below). The depth to bedrock in Pit 1 was actually 12 
feet, with a seismic predicted depth of 17 feet. The depth 
to bedrock in Pit 2 was actually 15 feet, with a seismic 
predicted depth of 15 feet. The depths to bedrock using 
seismic refraction have an accuracy to within only several 
feet and so this method is best used to categorize depths 
within ranges, for example < 10 feet, between 10 - 20 feet, 
and more than 20 feet.

Figure 4. Example of seismic data 
for Line 2, shot at 240 ft. The first 
arrival refraction data for the four 
lithologies are shown by the purple, 
orange and green, and blue lines.

Figure 5. Line 2 – The different 
colors correspond to different 

sediment and rock (soil – purple, 
till – orange, weathered bedrock – 

green, and bedrock – blue).



Figure 6. Line 13 – This line was 
collected on Goldstar Farms going 
from west to east down the ridge.

SLOPING HILLS AND VALLEYS
We collected data from several different topographies, 
gentle sloping hills and valleys, a drumlin, and a hill top 
with bedrock visible at the surface. Lines 1, 5-6, 7-8, 13-
14, A1, and A2 ( a total of 6 lines) are all located on gentle 
topography, Lines 2-4 and 9-10 were collected on a drumlin 
and Lines 11-12 were collected on shallow visible bedrock. 

The depths to bedrock from the gentle sloping hills and 
valleys were generally around 10-15 feet with a few areas 

of around 25 feet. The weathered bedrock was usually a 
fairly thin layer of approximately 10-20 feet in thickness. 
The exception to this was found in Line A1, which ran along 
the ridge top in the Gold Star Farms and had a weathered 
bedrock thickness of around 60 feet. The results for all 6 
lines sampled on the gentle sloping hills and valleys and as 
analyzed using Seisimagertm seismic analysis software by 
Geometrix are shown below in 8 figures (figures 7 - 14).

Figure 7. Line 1 - This line was 
located perpendicular in a small 

stream valley aligned from west to 
east. The first dip in the bedrock 

surface at a distance of around 60 
feet, the interface between the green 

and orange,  is beneath the creek. 
The depth to bedrock shallows to 

the east.

Figure 8. Line 5 – This line was 
collected with Line 6 from a hill top 
and ended in a marsh lowland. It 
shows a fairly thick depth to bedrock 
of around 20 feet in the central 
section with thinning near the ends 
to less than 10 feet. Rock outcrops 
were visible in the field between 
these two lines and Lines 7-8 to the 
south. See Figure 1.

Figure 9. Line 6 – This line is a 
continuation of Line 5. It ends near 
a wetland. The depth to bedrock is 

less small at the east end of this 
line approaching less than 5 feet.



Figure 11. Line 8 – Line 8 is a 
continuation to the east of Line 7 and 

has the same shallow depth  
to bedrock, generally around 10 feet.

Figure 12. Line 14 – This line is a 
continuation of Line 13, shown in Figure 
6, going from west to east farther down 
the ridge.

Figure 10. Line 7 – This line and Line 8 
are located about ½ mile south of Lines 
5 and 6. They are off of the hill and in a 
lowland area. The depth to bedrock is for 
the entire line is fairly shallow, generally 
not more than 10 feet.

Figure 13. Line A1 – This line runs north 
to south along the Ridge of Goldstar 

Farms. It shows a fairly constant depth 
to bedrock of around 15-20 feet. The 

weathered bedrock thickness increases 
dramatically, similar to the increase in 

the drumlin.

Figure 14. Line A2 – This line runs 
approximately parallel to Line A1 but is 
in a valley rather than a ridge. 
It has a similar depth to bedrock of 
between 15 to 25 feet but a thinner 
weathered bedrock zone. This is similar 
to other lines in areas lower in the 
topography.



DRUMLIN
The depths to bedrock on the drumlin were generally 
greater than those in the gently sloping hills and valleys. 
The data for the drumlin areas was collected in lines 2 - 4, 
line 9 and line 10. The individual seismic lines are shown in 
Figures 5 and 15-18. Figure 19 shows the seismic profiles 
for the drumlin from north to south in the direction of ice 
flow. Near the top of the drumlin the depths to bedrock were 
around 30 feet and gradually decreased to around 10-20 
feet at the base. The north, up-ice flow side had a greater 
depth to bedrock than the south. 

In addition to greater depths to bedrock, the weathered 

bedrock thickness is much greater, especially in the lines 
near the top of the drumlin (Lines 2, 9, and 10). These lines, 
along with Line A1 suggest that the uplands might have 
experienced greater weathering and fracturing, perhaps 
from stresses beneath the glaciers, than the more protected 
lowland rock. The fractured nature of the bedrock is visible 
(Figure 3). It is possible that these fractured and weathered 
units might provide additional groundwater flow paths and 
infiltration in the upland settings. These lines also showed 
the drumlin to be bedrock cored.

Figure 15. Line 3 – This line is a 
continuation of the downhill side of 

Line 2, shown in Figure 5. 
The depth to bedrock remains fairly 

shallow at around 10 feet and the 
weathered portion of the bedrock 

remains at around 20 feet thick.

Figure 16. Line 4 - This line is a 
continuation of Line 3. It is similar 
to Line 3 with a depth to bedrock of 
only around 10 feet and generally 
less than 20 feet of weathered 
bedrock.

Figure 17. Line 9 – This line starts on 
north slope of the same drumlin as 

Line 2 and goes downhill towards 
the north. The glacier would have 
flowed from the north so that this 

side of the drumlin would have been 
the upstream side. As was seen in 

Line 2, the depth to bedrock is fairly 
large.



Figure 18. Line 10 – This line starts 
at the same point on the drumlin as 
Line 9 and goes downhill to the west. 
It has a similar depth to bedrock and 
weathered dolomite thickness as 
Line 9.
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Figure 19. Lines 10, 2, 3, and 4 
placed together. The surface 

shown represents the drumline 
elevation along the lines. The thick 
weathered bedrock layer is evident 
in this figure as is the thicker till on 

the north side of the drumlin, the 
upstream ice side.

SHALLOW BEDROCK
The last set of seismic lines looked at how the velocities 
varied over shallow bedrock. Theses lines showed a 
limitation of the method and data analysis. The bedrock was 
visible in the ditch along Quarry Road where Lines 11 and 
12 were collected. The depths to bedrock from the seismic 
data in both lines was 10 feet or less. In many of the lines, 
the depths should have been nearer to zero than to 10 feet, 
and in this set of conditions the method overestimated the 
depth to bedrock. 

This is likely due to needing a smaller geophone spacing, 
something less than 10 feet, to accurately determine 
depths. In addition, the method used to estimate depths 
tends to smooth layers so that it has to have some 
thickness of intermediate velocity material between the soil 
and the bedrock to average the velocity change over.

Figure 20. Line 11 – This line was 
collected on Quarry road to the 
south of the quarry. Bedrock was at 
the surface at some points along the 
line. This demonstrates one of the 
issues with using seismic refraction. 
Here the seismic analysis over-
predicts the depth to bedrock. To 
properly detect such thin soil cover,  
we would have needed to have 
closer geophone spacing.



Figure 21. Line 12 – This line is 
a continuation of Line 11. It also 

gave a smaller depth to bedrock, 
though the cover does seem to 

thicken as we move off the hilltop 
to the east. This is consistent with 
visual observations of bedrock in 
Line 11 and not in Line 12, though 
10 feet to bedrock is still likely an 

overestimation in this line.

SEISMIC RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS
1.  Seismic refraction provides useful estimates of the depth 

to bedrock and can penetrate through the stiff till. Other 
methods were unable to penetrate through this till.

2.  The depth to bedrock is generally much greater than the 
several feet stated in the soil surveys. For most of the 
surveys, the depth to bedrock was between 10 and 25 
feet.

3.  The velocities of the units are consistent with soil (900 
ft/s), a stiff till (5000 ft/s), and dolomite (12,000 – 15,000 
ft/s).

4.  The drumlin with the seismic lines were conducted was 
bedrock-cored and not a mound of till. Most likely, the 
other drumlins in southern Calumet County are also 
bedrock-cored.

5.  There is a lower velocity transitional zone in the bedrock 
that is likely more fractured and weathered than the 
underlying bedrock. This zone was found to be thicker on 
the hilltops than in the valleys.

This paper along with two other main karst papers and four 
fact sheets and a summary sheet can be found on the web 

at:  www.uwdiscoveryfarms.org or by calling the 
UW-Discovery Farms Office at 715-983-5668. (June 2013)
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